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Featuring Coats & Clark Dual Duty XP® All-purpose Thread & 
Coats & Clark® Metallic Thread 

Check your fabric stash for red, white and blue prints for this banner 
then go shopping if you need more! Choose Coats & Clark Dual Duty 
XP® All-purpose Thread in Hero Red or Freedom Blue to stay with the 
patriotic theme. The raw edge applique is quick and easy to do, you will 
be celebrating before you know it!

CUTTING
From red, white and blue scraps:
Eleven strips 1½" (3.81cm) x 
width of fabric

From red tone on tone for 
rectangles:
Eight rectangles 8½" x 7" (21.59cm 
x 17.78cm) 

Backing fabric:
One rectangle 11" x 44" (27.94cm x 
111.76cm) for triangular pendants 
Eight rectangles 9" x 8" (22.86cm x 
20.32cm) to back rectangles

From blue patriotic print 
fabrics:
32 from each print (64 total) 
squares 2" x 2" (5.08cm x 5.08cm)

Batting:
One rectangle 11" x 44" (27.94cm x 
111.76cm) for triangular pendants
Eight rectangles 9" x 8" (22.86cm x 
20.32cm) to back rectangles

From white print fabric:
Eight stars using pattern given

SEWING
1. Thread with Coats & Clark Dual 

Duty XP® All-purpose Thread 
on top and in the bobbin. 

2. Stitch the 1½" (3.81cm) x width 
of fabric strips together to form 
one pieced rectangle as shown.

SEWING  I  SKILL LEVEL: INTERMEDIATE

MATERIALS

Coats & Clark Dual Duty XP® All-purpose Thread: choose Hero Red 
(2200), Freedom Blue (4880) or White (0100)
Coats & Clark® Metallic Thread
Red, white and blue scraps for 1½" (3.81cm) wide strips 
½ yard (.46m) Red tone on tone for rectangles
1⁄8 yard (.11m) EACH of two diff erent blue patriotic print fabrics for 
square/triangle border
¼ yard (.23m) of patriotic white background print fabric for stars
Cotton batting
Dual feed/even feed foot
3⁄8" (9mm) red ribbon
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3. Fold the pieced strip in half.  
Place the banner pattern on 
the folded strip and alternating 
the pattern as shown, cut eight 
triangles. Four patterns are 
shown in the illustration, but 
you don’t need to print four, 
just alternate them as you cut 
them.

4. Place batting on the wrong 
side of the 11" x 44" (27.94cm 
x 111.76cm) fabric.  

5. With the right side of the 11" x 
44" (27.94cm x 111.76cm) fabric 
down, and the batting up, pin 
the cut, pieced triangle on the 
batting/fabric sandwiching 
the batting between the layers 
as shown.

6. Rough cut out the triangles.  
The triangles will be cut 
precisely after they are quilted.

7. Thread with Coats & Clark® 
Metallic Thread on top and all-
purpose thread in the bobbin. 
The batting and backing are 
larger because there is some 
shifting as you quilt, but it 
won’t matter. If you have an 
even feed/dual feed/walking 
foot put it on the machine.  
It will help the layers to feed 
evenly.

8. Quilt along each seam line.
9. After the triangles are quilted, 

trim away the excess fabric 
and batting.

10. Layer the red on red 8½" 
x 7" (21.59cm x 17.78cm) 
rectangles with 9" x 8" 
(22.86cm x 20.32cm) batting 
and the 9" x 8" (22.86cm x 
20.32cm) backing rectangles.

11. With the batting between the 
layers and the red fabric up, 
randomly quilt lines on the 
rectangles as shown.  

12. Trim the excess fabric and 
batting.

13. Pin the star, centered in the 
middle of the rectangles.

14. Stitch in place about ¼" 
(.635cm) in from the edge.

15. Fold the 2" x 2" (5.08cm x 
5.08cm) squares in half, and 
wrap them around the edge 
of the red rectangles.

16. Stitch in place about ¼" 
(.635cm) in from the edge as 
shown.

          

17. Stitch the ribbon on to the 
triangles and rectangles about 
¼" (.635cm) down from the top.  
Leave about 12" (30.48cm) on 
each end to tie it in place.

18. Let the celebrations begin!!!
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This square should 

measure 1" x 1"

(2.54cm x 2.54cm) 

when printed.

*** Measure templates before cutting to confirm printing at 100%*** 
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